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Abstract
We consider the speciﬁcation and testing of systems where probabilistic information is not given by means of ﬁxed values but as
intervals of probabilities. We will use an extension of the ﬁnite state machines model where choices among transitions labelled by
the same input action are probabilistically resolved. We will introduce our notion of test and we will deﬁne how tests are applied to
implementations under test. We will also present implementation relations to assess the conformance, up to a level of conﬁdence, of
an implementation to a speciﬁcation. In order to deﬁne these relations wewill take ﬁnite samples of executions of the implementation
and compare them with the probabilistic constraints imposed by the speciﬁcation. Finally, we will give an algorithm for deriving
sound and complete test suites.
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1. Introduction
Formal methods try to keep a balanced trade-off between expressivity of the considered language and complexity
of the underlying semantic framework. During the last years we have seen an evolution in the kind of systems that
formal methods are dealing with. In the beginning, they mainly concentrated on the functional behavior of systems,
that is, on what a system could/should do. In this regard, and considering speciﬁcation formalism, we may mention the
(original) notions of process algebras, Petri nets, and Moore/Mealy machines. Once the roots were well consolidated
other considerations were taken into account. The next step was to deal with quantitative information such as the time
underlying the performance of systems or the probabilities resolving the non-deterministic choices that a system may
undertake. These characteristics gave raise to new models where time and/or probabilities were included (for example,
[1,4,5,10,12–14,18,19,23,27] among many others).
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One of the main criticisms about formal models including probabilistic information is the inability, in general, to
accurately determine the actual values of the involved probabilities. In fact, using a process algebraic notation, the usual
inclusion of probabilistic information is given by processes such as P = a + 13b. Intuitively, the process P indicates
that if the choice between a and b must be resolved then a has probability 13 of being chosen while b has probability
2
3 . However, there are situations where it is rather difﬁcult to be so precise when specifying a probability. A very good
example is the speciﬁcation of faulty channels (e.g. the classical ABP [2]). These protocols contain information such
as “the probability of losing the message is equal to 0.05.” However, two questions may be immediately raised. First,
why would one like to specify the exact probability of losing a message? Second, how can the speciﬁer be sure that this
is in fact the probability? In other words, to know the exact value seems as a very strong requirement. It would be more
appropriate to say “the probability of losing the message is smaller than 0.05.” Such a statement can be interpreted
as “we know that the probability is low but we do not know the exact value.” Moreover, this kind of probabilistic
information, that we call symbolic probabilities, allows us to reﬁne the model. For example, let us suppose that after
experimentationwith the systemwe have detected that somemessages are lost, so thatwe can discard that the probability
of losing a message is equal to zero, but not many messages were lost. By using the appropriate statistics machinery,
mainly hypothesis contrasts and the Tchebyshev inequality, we may infer information such as “with probability 0.95
the real probability of losing the message belongs to the interval [0.01, 0.03].”
In order to specify probabilistic systems dealingwith symbolic probabilitieswewill consider a probabilistic extension
of ﬁnite state machines introduced in [16]. Intuitively, transitions in ﬁnite state machines indicate that if the machine
is in a state s and receives an input i then it will produce an output o and it will change its state to s′. An appropriate
notation for such a transition could be s i/o−−→ s′. If we consider a probabilistic extension of ﬁnite state machines, a
transition such as s i/o−−→ p s′ indicates that the probability with which the previous sequence of events happens is
equal to p. By using symbolic probabilities we go one step further. A transition such as s i/o−−→ p¯ s′ indicates that the
probability with which the corresponding transition is performed belongs to the range given by p¯. For instance, p¯ may
be the interval [ 14 , 34 ] while the real probability is in fact 0.53.
An important issue when dealing with probabilities consists in ﬁxing how different actions/transitions are proba-
bilistically related. We consider a variant of the reactive interpretation of probabilities (see for example [13]) since
it is the most suitable for our framework. Intuitively, a reactive interpretation imposes a probabilistic relation among
transitions labelled by the same action. In contrast, choices between different actions are not quantiﬁed. In our setting
we are able to express probabilistic relations between transitions outgoing from a given state and having the same input
action (while the output action may vary). In the following example we illustrate this notion (a formal deﬁnition will
be given in the next section).
Example 1.1. Let us consider that the unique transitions from a state s are
t1 = s i1/o1−−−→ p¯1 s1, t2 = s i1/o2−−−→ p¯2 s2, t3 = s i1/o3−−−→ p¯3 s2,
t4 = s i2/o1−−−→ p¯4 s3, t5 = s i2/o3−−−→ p¯5 s1.
If the environment offers the input action i1 then the choice between t1, t2, and t3 will be resolved according to some
probabilities fulﬁlling the conditions p¯1, p¯2, and p¯3.All we know about these values is that they are within the imposed
ranges, that they are non-negative, and that the sum of them equals 1. Something similar happens for the transitions t4
and t5. However, there does not exist any probabilistic relation between transitions labelled with different input actions
(e.g. t1 and t4).
Let us remark that, according to this framework, probabilistic information should not be the same for speciﬁcations of
systems as for the systems themselves. In the ﬁrst case, we allow the speciﬁer to use symbolic probabilities. In contrast,
implementations will have ﬁxed probabilities governing their behavior. For example, we may specify a not-very-unfair
coin as a coin such that the probability of obtaining tails belongs to the interval [0.4, 0.6] (and the same for faces).
Given a real coin (i.e. an implementation) the probability pt of obtaining tails (resp. pf for faces) will be a ﬁxed number
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(possibly unknown, but ﬁxed). If pt, pc ∈ [0.4, 0.6] and pt + pc = 1 then we will consider that the implementation
conforms to the speciﬁcation.
After introducing a proper formalism to deal with these concepts we will present a testing methodology. It follows a
black-box testing approach (see e.g. [3,17]). That is, if we apply an input to an implementation under test (IUT) then we
will observe an output and we may continue the testing procedure according to the observed result. However, we will
not be able to see the probabilities that the IUT has assigned to each of the choices. Thus, even though implementations
will behave according to ﬁxed probabilities we will not be able to read their values. In order to compute the probabilities
associated with each choice of the implementation we will apply the same test several times and analyze the obtained
responses. The set of tests used to check the suitability of an implementation will be constructed by using the given
speciﬁcation. By collecting the observations and comparing them with the symbolic probabilities of the speciﬁcation,
we will be able to assess the validity of the IUT. This comparison will be performed by using hypothesis contrasts.
Hypothesis contrasts allow to (probabilistically) decide whether an observed sample follows the pattern given by a
random variable. For example, even if we do not know the exact probabilities governing a coin under test, if we toss
the coin 1000 times and we get 502 faces and 498 tails then we can infer, with a big probability, that the coin conforms
with the speciﬁcation of a not-very-unfair coin.
In addition to our testingmethodologywewill also introduce new implementation relations. First, we give two imple-
mentation relations where we require that the probabilities governing the implementation belong to the corresponding
intervals of the speciﬁcation. Unfortunately, these notions are useful only from a theoretical point of view. This is so
because it is not possible to check, by using a ﬁnite number of observations, the correctness of the probabilistic behavior
of an implementation with respect to a speciﬁcation. Alternatively, we deﬁne implementation relations by following
the ideas underlying our testing methodology. Intuitively, we do not request that the probabilities of the implementation
belong to the corresponding intervals of the speciﬁcation but that this fact happens up to a certain probability.
There is already signiﬁcant work on testing preorders and equivalences for probabilistic processes [5–7,19,20,24,27].
However, most of these proposals follow the de Nicola and Hennessy’s style [9,11], that is, the interaction between
tests and processes is given by their concurrent execution, synchronizing on a set of actions. For example, we may say
that two processes are equivalent if for any test T , out of a set of tests T , the application of T to each of the processes
returns an equivalent result. These frameworks are not very related to ours since our main task is to determine whether
an implementation conforms to a speciﬁcation. Even though some of the aforementioned preorders can be used for this
purpose, our approach is more based on pushing buttons: The test applies an input to the IUT and we check whether the
returned output is expected by the speciﬁcation. Moreover, none of these papers use the kind of statistical testing that
we use, that is, applying the same test several times and extracting conclusions about the probabilities governing the
implementation. In this sense, the work closest to ours is reported in [22,25]. In fact, we take the statistical machinery
from [22], where a testing framework to deal with systems presenting time information given by stochastic time is
introduced. In [25], the authors present a testing scenario for a notion of probabilistic automata. In order to replicate
the same experiment several times they introduce a reset button. Since this button is the only way to inﬂuence the
behavior of the IUT, they can only capture trace-like semantics. Actually, their equivalence coincides with a certain
notion of trace distribution equivalence. In our case we can capture branching-like behavior since different tests can
guide the IUT through different paths. Finally, it is worth to mention that all of the previous approaches use ﬁxed
probabilities.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the probabilistic ﬁnite state machines model.
In Section 3, we introduce our ﬁrst implementation relations and show that, regardless of their elegant deﬁnition, they
are not adequate from the practical point of view. Some basic concepts about hypothesis contrasts that will be needed
in the rest of the paper will be presented in Section 4. For the sake of readability, the deﬁnition of a speciﬁc hypothesis
contrast mechanism will be presented in the appendix of the paper. In Section 5, we present the notion of test and
deﬁne how they are applied to implementations. In Section 6, we introduce implementation relations based on samples.
The underlying idea is that a hypothesis contrast is used to assess whether the observed behavior corresponds, up to a
certain conﬁdence, to the probabilistic behavior deﬁned in the speciﬁcation. In Section 7, we present an algorithm to
derive sound and complete test suites with respect to two of the relations presented in the previous section. In fact, we
cannot properly use the term completeness; we should use the most accurate expression completeness up to a certain
conﬁdence level. In Section 8, we present our conclusions. Finally, in the appendix of this paper we give some basic
statistical concepts that are (abstractly) used along the paper, including a full deﬁnition of a speciﬁc hypothesis contrast
mechanism.
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2. Probabilistic ﬁnite state machines
In this section, we introduce our notion of probabilistic ﬁnite state machines. As we have previously mentioned,
probabilistic information will not be given by ﬁxed values of probabilities but by introducing certain constraints on
the considered probabilities. By taking into account the inherent nature of probabilities we will consider that these
constraints are given by intervals contained in (0, 1] ⊆ R.





p1, p2 ∈ [0, 1] ∧ p1p2 ∧
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If we have a symbolic probability such as [p, p], with 0 < p1, we simply write p.
Let p1, . . . , pn ∈ simbP be symbolic probabilities such that for all 1 in we have pi = $ipi, qi&i , with
$i ∈ { (, [ } and &i ∈ { ), ] }. We deﬁne the product of p1, . . . , pn, denoted by
∏
pi , as the symbolic probability
$∏pi,∏ qi&. The limits of the interval are deﬁned as:
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{
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We deﬁne the addition of p1, . . . , pn, denoted by
∑
pi , as the symbolic probability $
∑
pi,min{1,∑ qi}&. The
limits of the interval are deﬁned as before.
The previous deﬁnition expresses that a symbolic probability p is any non-empty (open or closed) interval contained
in (0, 1]. In particular, we will not allow transitions with probability 0 because this value would complicate (even
more) our model since we would have to deal with priorities. 1 We have also deﬁned how to multiply and add symbolic
probabilities. The maximal (resp. minimal) bound of the resulting interval is obtained by operating over the maximal
(resp. minimal) bounds of the considered intervals. In the case of addition of symbolic probabilities the maximal bound
of the interval is set to the minimum between 1 and the addition of the maximal bounds because this last number
could be greater than 1. Multiplication of symbolic probabilities will be used to compute the symbolic probability of
having several consecutive events. Intuitively, if p1 ∈ p1 and p2 ∈ p2, that is, p1 and p2 are possible values that two
symbolic probabilities can have, then p1 · p2 ∈ ∏pi . Addition of symbolic probabilities will be used to ensure that
1 is a possible probability when considering all the transitions fulﬁlling certain conditions. Let us remark that other
possibilities to develop a model of symbolic probabilities can be taken just by modifying the previous deﬁnition and
keeping the rest of the theory as it is. For example, in order to consider ﬁx non-symbolic probabilities it is enough to set
simbP = (0, 1], while a more elaborated notion of symbolic probabilities (e.g. sets of probabilities) would need that
the new set simbP is close with respect to the corresponding notions of addition and multiplication. In the following
deﬁnition we introduce our notion of probabilistic ﬁnite state machine. We assume that | X | denotes the cardinality
of the set X.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A probabilistic ﬁnite state machine, in short PFSM, is a tuple M = (S, I,O, , s0) where
• S is a ﬁnite set of states,
• I and O denote the sets of input and output actions, respectively,
•  ⊆ S × I × O × simbP× S is the set of transitions, and
• s0 is the initial state.




i/o−−→p s′ | ∃ o ∈ O,p ∈ simbP, s′ ∈ S : s i/o−−→p s′ ∈ 
}
1 The interested reader can check [8] where different approaches for introducing priorities are reviewed.




























Fig. 1. Examples of PFSM.
fulﬁlls the following two conditions:
• If | s,i | > 1 then for all s i/o−−→p s′ ∈ s,i we have that 1 /∈ p and
• 1 ∈ ∑ {p | ∃ o ∈ O, s′ ∈ S : s i/o−−→p s′ ∈ s,i}.
We will usually denote transitions as (s, i, o, p, s′) by s i/o−−→p s′. Intuitively, a transition s i/o−−→p s′ indicates that if
the machine is in state s and receives the input i then, with a probability belonging to the interval p, the machine emits
the output o and evolves into s′. Let us comment the restrictions introduced at the end of the previous deﬁnition. The ﬁrst
constraint indicates that a symbolic probability such as p = $p, 1] can appear in a transition s i/o−−→p s′ ∈  only if it is
the unique transition for s and i. Let us note that if there would exist two transitions s i/o−−→p s′, s i/o
′−−→p′ s′′ ∈  and the
probability of one of them (say p) includes 1, the only situation that makes sense is that the probability associated to the
other transition (that is, p′) includes 0, which is forbidden. Regarding the second condition, since the real probabilities
for each state s ∈ S and for each input i ∈ I should add 1, then 1 must be within the lower and upper bounds of the
associated symbolic probabilities.
Next we deﬁne some additional properties that our state machines will sometimes fulﬁll.
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let M = (S, I,O, , s0) be a PFSM. We say that M is input-enabled if for all s ∈ S and i ∈ I there
exist s′ ∈ S, o ∈ O, and p ∈ simbP such that (s, i, o, p, s′) ∈ . We say that M is deterministically observable if for
all s ∈ S, i ∈ I , and o ∈ O there do not exist two different transitions (s, i, o, p1, s1), (s, i, o, p2, s2) ∈ .
First, let us remark that the previous concepts are independent of the probabilistic information appearing in state
machines. Besides, the notion of deterministically observable is different from themore restricted notion of deterministic
ﬁnite state machine. In particular, we allow transitions from the same state labelled by the same input action, as far as
the outputs are different.
Example 2.4. Let us consider the (probabilistic) ﬁnite state machines depicted in Fig. 1. For the sake of clarity we have
not included probabilistic information in the graphs. LetM3 = ({1, 2, 3}, {i1, i2}, {o1, o2, o3}, , 1). Next we deﬁne the
set of transitions . For the ﬁrst state we suppose the transitions (1, i1, o1, 1, 2), (1, i2, o1, p1, 1), and (1, i2, o2, p2, 3),
where p1 = (0, 12 ], p2 = [ 13 , 1). Let us remind that we denote the interval [1, 1] simply by 1.We also know that the real
probabilities associated with the last two transitions, say p1 and p2, are such that p1 + p2 = 1. A similar assignment
of symbolic probabilities can be done to the rest of transitions appearing in the graph.
Regarding the notions of input-enabling and deterministically observable, we have that M1 fulﬁlls the ﬁrst of the
properties but not the second one (there are two transitions outgoing from the state 3 labelled by i1/o3). The ﬁrst
property does not hold in M2 (there is no outgoing transition labelled by i2 from the state 2) while the second one does.
Finally, M3 fulﬁlls both properties.
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As usual, we need to consider not only single evolutions of a PFSM but also sequences of transitions. Thus, we
introduce the notion of (probabilistic) trace. We will associate probabilities to traces. The probability of a trace will be
obtained by multiplying the probabilities of all transitions involved in the trace.
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let M = (S, I,O, , s0) be a PFSM. Let s, s′ ∈ S, i1, . . . , in ∈ I , o1, . . . , on ∈ O, and p ∈ simbP.
We write s
(i1/o1,...,in/on)===============⇒p s′ if there exist s1, . . . , sn−1 ∈ S and p1, . . . , pn ∈ simbP such that
s
i1/o1−−−→p1 s1
i2/o2−−−→p2 s2 · · · sn−1
in/on−−−→pn s′
and p = ∏pi .
We say that  = (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) is a non-probabilistic trace, or simply a trace, of M if there exist s′ ∈ S and
p ∈ simbP such that s0 =⇒p s′.
Let  = (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) and p ∈ simbP. We say that  = (, p) is a probabilistic trace of M if there exists
s′ ∈ S such that s0 =⇒p s′.
We denote by Traces(M) and pTraces(M) the sets of non-probabilistic and probabilistic traces of M , respec-
tively.
3. Probabilistic implementation relations
In this section, we introduce our ﬁrst two implementation relations. We will consider that both speciﬁcations and
implementations are given by deterministically observable PFSMs. Moreover, we will assume that PFSMs representing
implementations are input-enabled. The idea is that an implementation should not be able to refuse an input provided
by a test. As we have commented before, we assume that IUTs are black boxes. Thus, no information can be known
about their internal behavior/structure: We may only apply inputs and observe the returned outputs. In addition, let
us remark that the symbolic probabilities appearing in implementations follow the pattern [p, p] (or simply p), for
some p ∈ (0, 1]. That is, they are indeed ﬁxed probabilities. While speciﬁcations are abstract entities where symbolic
probabilities allow us to represent different scenarios (one for each probability within the intervals) in a compact
fashion, implementations represent concrete machines. Hence, even though observations will not give us the actual
probability associated to a transition in an implementation, we may rely on the fact that the probability is indeed ﬁxed.
Regarding the performance of actions, our implementation relations follow the classical pattern of formal confor-
mance relations deﬁned in systems distinguishing between inputs and outputs (see e.g. [26]). That is, an IUT conforms
to a speciﬁcation S if for any possible evolution of S the outputs that the IUT may perform after a given input are a
subset of those for the speciﬁcation. Besides, the ﬁrst relation will require that the probability of any trace of the IUT
is within the corresponding (symbolic) probability of the speciﬁcation for this trace.
Deﬁnition 3.1. Let S and I be PFSMs. We say that I non-probabilistically conforms to S, denoted by I conf S, if
for all  = (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) ∈ Traces(S), with n1, we have
′ = (i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1, in/o′n) ∈ Traces(I) implies ′ ∈ Traces(S)
We say that I probabilistically conforms to S considering traces, denoted by I confp S, if I conf S and for each
 = (, p) ∈ pTraces(I) we have
 ∈ Traces(S) implies ∃ q ∈ simbP : (, q) ∈ pTraces(S) ∧ p ∈ q.
Intuitively, the idea underlying the deﬁnition of the non-probabilistic conformance relation conf is that the im-
plementation I does not invent anything for those inputs that are speciﬁed in the speciﬁcation (this notion has been
previously used in the context of ﬁnite state machines in [21,22]). This condition is also required in the probabilistic
case: We check probabilistic traces only if they can be performed by the speciﬁcation.
The problem behind the previous implementation relation is that we have no access to the probabilities governing the
transitions of the IUT. So, we are not able to check whether a given IUT probabilistically conforms to a speciﬁcation.
However, we may get approximations of the probabilities controlling the IUT by applying a test several times and
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computing the empirical ratio associated with the different decision points of the IUT. This is the purpose of the next
sections. However, before introducing these new relations, that we call based on samples, we would like to discuss the
complexity underlying the checking of implementation relations based on confp.
As we have previously mentioned, the probabilistic features of implementations will be estimated on the basis of
observed samples. Thus, we will need to perform a high amount of experimental samples to obtain good estimations.
Actually, collecting useful samples to estimate the probability of a given trace becomes harder as its length grows. This
is so because the probability of following a given path decays with the number of probabilistic decisions. So, if we
have to obtain enough samples to infer reliable probabilistic information about a trace, the number of experiments will
increase with the length of the trace. However, this problem could be bypassed if we assume the following hypothesis
about implementations:
In the case that the non-probabilistic requirements are fulﬁlled then we assume that the IUT is implemented by a
PFSM equal to that of the speciﬁcation, up to probabilistic information.
Let us denote the previous hypothesis by Hyp (a formal presentation of this requirement is presented in Deﬁnition 3.2).
Given the fact that we are assuming non-probabilistic conformance, this condition is slightly stronger than the com-
bination of the two usual conditions in testing: The IUT has not redundant states and the number of states of the IUT
is not greater than that of the speciﬁcation. Intuitively, if this hypothesis is assumed then a second implementation
relation can be informally formulated as
The IUT conforms to the speciﬁcation if the non-probabilistic requirements are fulﬁlled and the probability
distributions, one for each input action, associated with each state of the implementation match the ones of the
equivalent state in the speciﬁcation.
Thus, the samples collected by stimulating the implementation will be used to collect information about the state of the
implementation that matches the corresponding state in the speciﬁcation. Clearly, the efﬁciency of the experimental
samples is dramatically boosted since all the samples, for all the traces, will collaborate together to estimate the
probabilities associated with each state of the implementation.
Let us remark that the assumption of the previous hypothesis, when the IUT does not fulﬁll it, could result in mixing
probabilistic information of the implementation that actually cannot be mixed. For instance, a loop in the speciﬁcation
could not appear in the implementation. Thus, it would be incorrect to add the experimental samples to the same state
of the implementation every time a trace completes a new round according to the states of the speciﬁcation.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let S = (S, I,O, , s0) and I = (V , I,O, ′, v0) be PFSMs. We say that the hypothesis Hyp holds if
I conf S and there exists a bijection cSt : S −→ V such that (s1, i, o, s2) ∈  iff (cSt(s1), i, o,cSt(s2)) ∈ ′. In
this case we say that, for each state s ∈ S, cSt(s) ∈ V is the state corresponding to s in the implementation.
We say that I probabilistically conforms to S considering Hyp, denoted by I confHypp S, if I confS and for each
state s ∈ S, i ∈ I , and o ∈ O we have that if there exist s′ ∈ S and p ∈ simbP, with (s, i, o, p, s′) ∈ , then there
exists p′ ∈ (0..1] such that (cSt(s), i, o, p′,cSt(s′)) ∈ ′ and p′ ∈ p.
Let us remark that this new notion presents the same problem as the previous one: It cannot be checked in practice.
However, as we will show in the next sections, by following its pattern we will have a better conﬁdence in the estimation
of the probabilities controlling the IUT. The following result relates both implementation relations.
Lemma 3.3. Let S = (S, I,O, , s0) and I = (V , I,O, ′, v0) be PFSMs and let us assume that Hyp holds. We have
that I confHypp S implies I confp S.
Proof. Let us prove the implication by contrapositive. Let us suppose that I confp S does not hold. We have two
possibilities: Either I conf S is false or the probabilistic conditions imposed by confp do not hold. In the ﬁrst case,
we have that I confHypp S does not hold, in contrast with our assumption, since I conf S is also a requirement
for I confHypp S. In the second case, let us assume I conf S and let us suppose that there exists a probabilistic
trace  = (, q) ∈ pTraces(I) such that  ∈ Traces(S) but there does not exist a probabilistic trace (, p) ∈
pTraces(S) with q ∈ p. Since Hyp holds, there exists (, p′) ∈ pTraces(S) with q /∈ p′. Let us consider the trace
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 = (i1/o1, . . . , in/on), where
s0
i1/o1−−−→p1 s1 · · · sn−1
in/on−−−→pn sn,
v0
i1/o1−−−→ q1 cSt(s1) · · · cSt(sn−1) in/on−−−→ qn cSt(sn)
with p′ = ∏pi and q = ∏ qi . If for all 1jn we have qj ∈ pj then q ∈ p′, which represents a contra-
diction. Hence, there exists 1kn such that qk /∈ pk . So, we have two transitions (sk−1, ik, ok, pk, sk) ∈  and
(cSt(sk−1), ik, ok, qk,cSt(sk)) ∈ ′ such that qk /∈ pk . Since both S and I are deterministically observable we can
conclude that there do not exist two transitions (sk−1, ik, ok, p′k, s′′) ∈  and (cSt(sk−1), ik, ok, q ′k,cSt(s′′)) ∈ ′
with q ′k ∈ p′k . Thus, I confHypp S does not hold and we obtain a contradiction. 
It is worth to point out that the reverse implication is false, that is, I confp S does not imply I confHypp S.
This is because the effect of the deviation of the probability of a single transition in a trace may be compensated by
other transitions of the trace. Hence, the relation confHypp is stronger than the relation confp. Next, we present a
counterexample for this reverse implication.
Example 3.4. Let S = (S, I,O, , s0) and I = (V , I,O, ′, v0), where I = {a}, O = {b, c, d}, S = {s0, s1, s2},










a/b−−→ 0.5 v1, v0 a/d−−→ 0.5 v2, v1 a/b−−→ 0.2 v2, v1 a/d−−→ 0.8 v2
}
.
It is immediate to establish a bijection between states of I and states of S such that the availability of transitions in
each pair is the same. As a result, it is clear that I conf S. The probabilistic traces of S are
((a/b), [0.2, 0.6]), ((a/d), [0.3, 0.7]), ((a/b, a/b), [0.08, 0.36]) and
((a/b, a/d), [0.06, 0.48])
while the probabilistic traces of I are
((a/b), 0.5), ((a/d), 0.5), ((a/b, a/b), 0.1) and ((a/b, a/d), 0.4).
Since the probability of any trace in I ﬁts into the symbolic probability of the corresponding trace in S, we have that
I confp S. Let us note that the transition s1
a/b−−→ [0.4,0.6] s2 of S requires that the probability of the corresponding
transition in I is between 0.4 and 0.6. However, that transition in I is v1 a/b−−→ 0.2 v2. So, I confHypp S does not hold.
4. Hypothesis contrasts
In this section, we introduce some notation related to hypothesis contrasts. These concepts and deﬁnitions will be
used along the rest of the paper. Hypothesis contrasts will be presented abstractly, that is, we will not consider the
speciﬁc operations needed to perform a hypothesis contrast but we will focus only on using their output. Additionally,
an operational deﬁnition of these concepts will be given in the appendix of this paper.
In the following deﬁnition, we present some concepts that are independent from the peculiarities of our framework.
These concepts will be particularized to our framework later, in Deﬁnition 4.2. We call event to any reaction we can
detect from a system or environment. A sample contains information about the number of times we have detected each
event along a set of observations. Besides, we associate a random variable with each set of events. Its purpose is to
provide the theoretical (a priori) probability of each event in the set. In our framework, these random variables will
be inferred from the PFSMs denoting the (ideal) probabilistic behavior of systems, while samples will be collected by
interacting with the implementation under test. We will consider a variant of random variable allowing to deal with
symbolic probabilities. Besides, we provide a function that returns the conﬁdence we have that a sample of events has
been produced according to a given random variable. This function encapsulates the subjacent hypothesis contrast.
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Deﬁnition 4.1. Let A = {1, . . . , n} be a set of events. A sample of A is a set J = {(1,m1), . . . , (n,mn)} where
for all 1 in we have that mi ∈ N+ represents the number of times the event i has been observed.
Let  : A → simbP be a function such that 1 ∈ ∑∈A (). We say that  is a symbolic random variable for the
set of events A. We denote the set of symbolic random variables for the set of events A by RV(A). We denote the set
of symbolic random variables for any set of events by RV .
Given the symbolic random variable  and the sample J we denote the conﬁdence of  on J by (, J ).
We assume that (, J ) takes values in the interval [0, 1]. Intuitively, bigger values of (, J ) denote that the observed
sample J is more likely to be produced by the symbolic random variable . There exist several hypothesis contrasts
to compute these conﬁdence levels. In the appendix of this paper, we show one of them to indicate how the notion of
conﬁdence may be formally deﬁned.
In the next deﬁnition,weparticularize the previous notions in the context of our framework.Basically,wewill consider
two different ways to collect samples from a system. They will follow the ideas underlying the two implementation
relations deﬁned in the previous section, that is, they will associate samples to either traces or inputs leaving each
state, respectively. In the ﬁrst case, given a sequence of inputs we consider the sequence of outputs that the system
can return. Hence, the set of events are those sequences of outputs that could be produced in response. The random
variable to denote the theoretical probability of each event is computed by considering the symbolic probability of the
corresponding trace in the speciﬁcation. Alternatively, by using our second approach, in order to collect samples we
may observe the outputs produced by the system from a state in response to a single input. In this case, the random
variable is constructed by considering the corresponding state and input in the speciﬁcation.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let M = (S, I,O, , s0) be a PFSM and  = (i1, . . . , in) be a sequence of inputs. The set of trace
events associated to M with respect to , denoted by TraceEvents(M, ), is deﬁned as
TraceEvents(M, )={(o1, . . . , on)|(i1/o1, . . . , in/on) ∈ Traces(M)}.
The symbolic randomvariable associated to the previous events, denoted byM , fulﬁlls that for all sequence (o1, . . . , on)∈ TraceEvents(M, ) we have M(o1, . . . , on) = p, being ((i1/o1, . . . , in/on), p) ∈ pTraces(M).
Let s ∈ S and i ∈ I . The set of state events associated to M , starting from s by using input i, denoted by
StateEvents(M, s, i), is deﬁned as
StateEvents(M, s, i) =
{
o | ∃ o ∈ O, s′ ∈ S : s i/o−−→p s′ ∈ 
}
.
The symbolic random variable associated to the previous events, denoted by s,iM , fulﬁlls that for all o ∈
StateEvents(M, s, i) we have s,iM (o) = p, where s
i/o−−→p s′ ∈ .
5. Testing probabilistic systems
In this section, we introduce the notion of test and we present how they are applied to implementations. We will
follow the two approaches introduced in Section 3 to deﬁne implementation relations, that is, to consider either traces
or the behavior in each state. In our context, to test an IUT consists in applying a sequence of inputs to the IUT. After
an input is offered to the IUT by the test, an output is received. We check whether the output belongs to the set of
expected ones. If this is the case, either a pass signal is emitted (indicating successful termination) or the testing process
continues by applying another input. Otherwise, a fail signal is produced, the testing process stops, and we conclude
that the implementation does not conform to the speciﬁcation.
As we indicated in Section 1, the methodology to guess the probabilities associated with each output action in
response to some input action consists in applying several times the same test. If we are testing an IUT with input and
output sets I and O, respectively, tests are deterministic acyclic I/O labelled transition systems (i.e. trees) with a strict
alternation between an input action and the whole set of output actions. A branch labelled by an output action can be
followed by a leaf or by another input action. Moreover, leaves of the tree represent either successful or failure states.
We will collect a sample of successes and failures of the test (one for each test execution) and, in the successful case, the


































Fig. 2. Examples of tests.
sequences of input/output actions performed. With this information we will experimentally compute the probabilities
associated with input actions in the IUT. In addition, successful states will have a symbolic random variable associated
with them. This random variable will denote the probabilistic constraint imposed in the test for the trace leading to that
state. Basically, a hypothesis contrast will compare the samples collected for that event with the probabilistic constraint
imposed by the test (Fig. 2 shows some examples of tests).
Deﬁnition 5.1. A test is a tuple T = (S, I,O, , s0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) where S is a ﬁnite set of states, I and O, with
I ∩O = ∅, are the sets of input and output actions, respectively,  ⊆ S × I ∪O × S is the transition relation, s0 ∈ S is
the initial state, and the sets SI , SO, SF , SP ⊆ S are a partition of S. The transition relation and the sets of states fulﬁll
the following conditions:
• SI is the set of input states.We have that s0 ∈ SI . For each input state s ∈ SI there exists a unique outgoing transition
(s, i, s′) ∈ . For this transition we have that i ∈ I and s′ ∈ SO .
• SO is the set of output states. For each output state s ∈ SO and each output action o ∈ O there exists a unique state
s′ ∈ S such that (s, o, s′) ∈ ; in each case, s′ /∈ SO . Besides, for each output state s ∈ SO there exists at most
one state s′ ∈ SI such that (s, o, s′) ∈ , for some o ∈ O. Moreover, there do not exist i ∈ I and s′ ∈ S such that
(s, i, s′) ∈ .
• SF and SP are the sets of fail and pass states, respectively. We say that these states are terminal, that is, s ∈ SF ∪ SP
implies that there do not exist a ∈ I ∪ O and s′ ∈ S such that (s, a, s′) ∈ .
Finally,  : SP −→ RV is a function associating passing states with (symbolic) random variables.
We say that the test T is valid if the graph induced by T is a tree with root at its initial state s0.
Next we deﬁne the set of traces that a test can perform. These traces are sequences of input/output actions reaching
terminal states. Depending on the ﬁnal state we will classify them as either successful or failure traces.
Deﬁnition 5.2. Let T = (S, I,O, , s0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) be a test, s ∈ S, and  = (i1/o1, . . . , ir/or) be a se-
quence of input/output actions. We say that  is a trace of T reaching s, denoted by T ⇒s , if s ∈ SF ∪ SP and
there exist states s12, s21, s22, . . . , sr1, sr2 ∈ S such that (s0, i1, s12), (sr2, or , s) ∈ , and for all 2jr we have
(sj1, ij , sj2), (s(j−1)2, oj−1, sj1) ∈ .
The next deﬁnition presents some auxiliary predicates that we will use during the rest of the paper. While the ﬁrst
two notions are easy to understand, the last one needs some additional explanation. Given a sequence of input actions
 and a set H of pairs (trace, natural number), the function IPrefix(H, ) returns another set of pairs including
all subtraces belonging to H such that their sequence of input actions matches . The number attached to each trace
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corresponds to the number of traces belonging to H beginning with the given sequence of inputs . Before deﬁning
this concept, we present a simple example to show how this function works.
Example 5.3. Let us consider the sequence of input actions  = (i1) and the set
H =
{
((i1/o1, i2/o1), 1), ((i1/o2, i1/o2), 2),
((i1/o2, i2/o1), 3), ((i2/o1, i2/o2), 4)
}
.
The application of the function IPrefix(H, ) returns the set of pairs H ′ = {((i1/o1), 1), ((i1/o2), 5)}.
Given a sample of executions from an implementation, we will use this function to compute the number of times that
the implementation has performed each sequence of outputs in response to some sequence of inputs. Let us note that
if the sequence of outputs (o1, . . . , on) has been produced in response to the sequence of inputs (i1, . . . , in) then, for
all jn, we know that the sequence of outputs (o1, . . . , oj ) has been produced in response to (i1, . . . , ij ). Hence, the
observation of a trace is useful to compute the number of instances of its preﬁxes. In the next deﬁnition, the symbols
{| and |} are used to denote multisets.
Deﬁnition 5.4. Let  = (u1, . . . , un) and ′ = (u′1, . . . , u′m) be two sequences.We say that  is a preﬁx of ′, denoted
by Prefix(, ′), if nm and for all 1 in we have ui = u′i .
Let  = (i1/o1, . . . , im/om) be a sequence of input/output actions. We deﬁne the input actions of the sequence ,
denoted byinputs(), as the sequence (i1, . . . , im) and the output actions of the sequence, denoted byoutputs(),
as the sequence (o1, . . . , om). We denote the set of all sequences of output actions by 	.
Let H = {(1, r1), . . . , (m, rm)} be a set of pairs (trace, natural number) and  = (i1, . . . , in) be a sequence of




∣∣∣∣ = inputs(′) ∧ r ′ > 0 ∧r ′ =∑{|r ′′ | (′′, r ′′) ∈ H ∧ Prefix(′, ′′)|}
}
.
Next we present the notions that we will use to denote that a given event has been detected in an IUT. We will also
compute the sequences of actions that the implementation performs when a test is applied.
Deﬁnition 5.5. Let I = (S, I,O, , s0) be a PFSM representing an IUT.We say that (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) is an execution
of I if the sequence (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) can be performed by I. Let 1, . . . , n be executions of I and r1, . . . , rn ∈ N.
We say that the set H = {(1, r1), . . . , (n, rn)} is an execution sample of I.
Let T = (S′, I,O, ′, s′0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) be a valid test.We say that H = {(1, r1), . . . , (n, rn)} is an execution
sample of I under the test T if H is an execution sample of I and for all (, r) ∈ H we have that T ⇒ s,
with s ∈ S′.
Let 
 = {T1, . . . , Tn} be a test suite and H1, . . . , Hn be sets such that each Hi is an execution sample of I under
Ti . We say that H = {(1, r1), . . . , (n, rn)} is an execution sample of I under the test suite 
 if for all (, r) ∈ H
we have that r = ∑i{|r ′ | (, r ′) ∈ Hi |}.
In the deﬁnition of execution sample under a test we have that each number r , with (, r) ∈ H , denotes the number
of times we have observed the execution  in I under the repeated application of T .
5.1. Passing a test on the basis of the behavior in traces
In this section, we introduce a notion of passing a test where the behavior of traces is concerned. A different notion,
concerning the behavior of states,will be presented in the next section. Passing a test consists in fulﬁlling two constraints.
First, we require that the test never reaches a failure state as a result of its interaction with the implementation. This
condition concerns what is possible. Second, we require that the random variables attached to successful states conform
to the samples collected during the repeated application of the test to the IUT. This condition concerns what is probable.
We will consider that the set of executions analyzed to pass a test does not only include those executions obtained by
applying that test, but also the executions obtained by applying other tests. Let us remark that the very same traces that
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are available in a test could be part of other tests as well. Let us also note that the validity of any hypothesis contrast
increases with the number of samples. Hence, it would not be efﬁcient to apply each hypothesis contrast to the limited
collection of samples obtained by a single test. On the contrary, samples collected from the application of different
tests will be shared so that our statistical information grows and the hypothesis contrast procedure improves. Thus,
this testing methodology represents a real novelty with respect to usual techniques where the application of each test
is independent from the application of other tests.
Deﬁnition 5.6. Let I be an IUT, H be an execution sample of I under the test suite 
, 01, and T = (S′, I,O,
′, s′0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) ∈ 
 be a test. We say that I (, H)-passes the test T if for all trace  ∈ Traces(I), with
T
⇒ s, we have that s /∈ SF and if s ∈ SP then ((s), R) > , where
R = {(outputs(′), r) | (′, r) ∈ IPrefix(H,inputs())}.
We say that I (, H)-passes the test suite 
 is for all test T ∈ 
 we have I (, H)-passes T .
Let us remark that the previous deﬁnition can be applied only if for each test T the function  associating random
variables to passing states returns the random variables appearing in the ﬁrst part of Deﬁnition 4.2, that is, we consider
trace events. If events described by these random variables denote state events then they would not ﬁt into the kind of
samples considered in the previous relation.
5.2. Passing tests on the basis of the behavior in states
Aswe pointed out in Section 3, it is possible to check the correctness of an implementation bymeans of its reactions in
each state. This new framework requires to assume the additional hypothesis Hyp indicating that the graph underlying
the IUT is isomorphic, up to probabilities, to the one representing the speciﬁcation. Equivalently, we may assume
that we can see the internal ramiﬁcation of the model of the implementation, that is, we may consider that a function
provides us the state of the implementation after observing a given trace. This function will be used to convert our
trace-oriented samples into state-oriented ones. Finally, we still assume that both speciﬁcations and implementations
are given by deterministically observable PFSMs.
Deﬁnition 5.7. Let  = (i0/o0, . . . , in/on) and ′ = (i′0/o′0, . . . , i′m/o′m) be two sequences of input/output actions.
We deﬁne the concatenation of  and ′, denoted by  ◦ ′, as (i0/o0, . . . , in/on, i′0/o′0, . . . , i′m/o′m).
Let I = (S, I,O, , s0) be a PFSM. The function GI : Traces(I) −→ S fulﬁlls that for any  ∈ Traces(I) we
have s0
⇒ s implies GI() = s. We say that GI is the guiding function of I.
Let H = {(1, r1), . . . , (n, rn)} be an execution sample of I under a test suite 
. The states execution sample of
H for I, denoted by SSample(H, I), is deﬁned as the set{(
(s, i, o), r ′
) ∣∣∣∣ r ′ = ∑
{
r





Let us comment on the previous deﬁnition. In order to generate information concerning states from information
concerning traces, we have to consider all the times that each trace belonging to the sample has arrived at each state
s ∈ S and has produced an output o ∈ O in response to an input i ∈ I . This is done by taking into account those
traces appearing in the sample as well as their preﬁxes. Let us suppose that a preﬁx of a trace reaches s and it is still a
preﬁx of that trace after adding i/o. Then, all the observations of that preﬁx are in fact observations of events where
the implementation was in the state s and produced o after receiving i. Let us remark that a single trace could perform
the pair i/o from the state s several times if that trace reaches a state s several times. In this case, different preﬁxes of
the trace would fulﬁll the previous condition. Each time one of these preﬁxes does so, the number of observations of
that trace will be added again to the number of repetitions of that event.
Next we introduce our second deﬁnition of passing a test. In this case, acceptance states of the test will be provided
with random variables describing the ideal probabilistic behavior concerning the last transition of the actual execution
of the implementation and the test. For each trace leading the test to a passing state, the hypothesis contrast is applied
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to the state the implementation stayed before the last input/output pair of the trace was performed. In fact, this is the
state where the decision of performing that output in response to that input was taken.
Deﬁnition 5.8. Let I be an IUT, H be an execution sample of I under the test suite 
, 01, and T = (S′, I,
O, ′, s′0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) ∈ 
 be a test. We say that the implementation I (, H)st -passes the test T for states if
for all trace  ∈ Traces(I), with T ⇒ s, we have that s /∈ SF and if s ∈ SP then ((s), R) > , where
•  = ′ ◦ i′/o′ with GI(′) = s′, and
• R = {(o, r) | ((s′, i′, o), r) ∈ SSample(H, I)}.
We say that I (, H)st -passes for states the test suite 
 if for any T ∈ 
 we have I (, H)st -passes T for states.
Let us remark that the previous deﬁnition can be applied only if the functions associating random variables to passing
states in tests concern state events (see Deﬁnition 4.2).
5.3. Relating notions of passing tests
In this section, we show how the notions of passing tests introduced in Deﬁnitions 5.6 and 5.8 are related. The next
deﬁnition introduces a simple method to convert a test where random variables concern trace events into a new test
where random variables concern state events. Unfortunately, random variables in passing states do not provide enough
probabilistic information to perform that conversion. In order to obtain this additional information, the transformation
will be supported by a PFSM which will be supposed to be the model of the test. When a passing state is reached in the
test after performing a trace, the random variable in that passing state will be constructed according to the symbolic
probability of that trace in the referenced PFSM. In the following deﬁnition, let us remind that 	 denotes the set of all
sequences of output actions (see Deﬁnition 5.4).
Deﬁnition 5.9. Let T = (S, I,O, , s0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) be a test for a certain function  : S → (	 → simbP). Let
S be a PFSM. We say that the test T ﬁts into S if for any s ∈ SP , with T ⇒ s, we have that (s)(outputs()) = p,
where (, p) ∈ pTraces(S).
If T ﬁts into S then the conversion to states of T with respect to S, which is denoted by ConvToSt(T ,S), is a
test T ′ = (S, I,O, , s0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ′), for a certain function  : S → (O → simbP) where for any s ∈ SP ,
with T ⇒ s, and  = (i1/o1, . . . , in/on) we have that ′(s)(on) = p′′, where ((i1/o1, . . . , in−1/on−1), p′), (, p) ∈
pTraces(S) and p = p′ · p′′.
The following property shows that the notions of passing a test suite given in Deﬁnitions 5.6 and 5.8 are quite
different. In particular, neither of them implies the other. Intuitively, the relation based on traces is not contained in the
relation based on states because, as we pointed out in Example 3.4, an unexpected probabilistic behavior in a transition
could be compensated by the traces where it is included. On the other hand, the relation based on states is not contained
in the relation based on traces because a correct probabilistic behavior in a state could be the result of some traces
whose behavior is unexpected. This could happen if the empirical bias of each of them balance in the overall in that
state.
Lemma 5.10. Let T1, . . . , Tn be tests ﬁtting into a PFSM S. Let I be an implementation under test, H be an execution
sample of I under the test suite {T1, . . . , Tn}, and 01. We have that I (, H)-passes for traces {T1, . . . , Tn}
does not imply that I (, H)st -passes for states the test suite {ConvToSt(T1,S), . . . ,ConvToSt(Tn,S)}, neither
the reverse is true.
Proof. To prove that the ﬁrst implication is false it is enough to create a counterexample inspired in Example 3.4.
Let us take a test suite 
 = {T1, T2}, where T1 and T2 are depicted in Fig. 3. In both tests, the passing states reached
after (a/d) will be endowed with a random variable 1 such that 1(b) = [0.2, 0.6] and 1(d) = [0.3, 0.7]. In T2, the
passing state reached after executing (a/b) will be equipped with the same random variable. Besides, states reached
in T1 after performing the sequences (a/b, a/b) and (a/b, a/d) will be equipped with a random variable 2 such that









































Fig. 3. Tests to be used in Lemma 5.10.
2(b, b) = [0.08, 0.36] and 2(b, d) = [0.06, 0.48]. Tests T1 and T2 ﬁt into S (see Example 3.4). To convert these tests
into new tests that concern state events (according to S) it is enough to change the previous random variables by ′1 and
′2 respectively, where ′1(b) = [0.2, 0.6], ′1(d) = [0.3, 0.7], ′2(b) = [0.4, 0.6], and ′2(d) = [0.3, 0.8]. Besides, let
us suppose that H , the execution sample of I under 
, is the set H = {((a/d), 5), ((a/b, a/b), 1), ((a/b, a/d), 4)}.
Finally, the conﬁdence function  : (A → simbP) × ((A × N) × . . . (A × N)) → R is deﬁned such that
(V, ((1, r1), . . . , (k, rk))) =
⎧⎨





where the type of V is given by V : A → simbP. Let us consider 0 < 1. Under these conditions, we have that I
(, H)-passes for traces {T1, T2} holds because all observed ratios ﬁt into the probabilistic constraints. Let us remind
that the observed ratio of (a/b) is 0.5, because it has been detected 1 + 4 times out of 10. On the other hand, we have
that I (, H)st -passes for states {ConvToSt(T1,S),ConvToSt(T2,S)} is false because the observed ratio of output
b in response to input a after (a/b) has been performed is 0.2, which does not belong to the interval [0.4, 0.6].
In order to show that the opposite implication is also false, we need to give a new counterexample. Let S =




a/b−−−→1 s1, s0 e/d−−−→1 s1, s1 a/b−−−→ 0.5 s2, s1 a/c−−−→ 0.5 s2
}
.
Let us remind that an interval [p, p] is denoted simply by p. Let us consider a test suite 
 = {T3, T4}, where T3 and
T4 are depicted in Fig. 3. In T3, the passing states reached after (a/b, a/b) and (a/b, a/c) will be endowed with the
same random variable, 1, taking values 1(b) = 0.5 and 1(c) = 0.5. Besides, states reached in T4 after (e/d, a/b)
and (e/d, a/c) will be also equipped with the same random variable 1.
In order to transform these tests into new tests that concern trace events and ﬁt into S, we substitute the previous
random variable 1 by the random variables ′1 (in T3) and ′2 (in T4). These new variables are deﬁned by ′1(b, b) =
′1(b, c) = ′2(d, b) = ′2(d, c) = 0.5. Let T ′3 and T ′4 be these new tests. Besides, let us suppose that the execution
sample of I under 
 is H = {((a/b, a/b), 1), ((e/d, a/c), 1)}. Finally, let us suppose that the conﬁdence function
 is deﬁned as before, and let 0 < 1. Under these conditions we have that I (, H)st -passes for states {T1, T2}
holds. Since Hyp is assumed in this relation, both samples in H reach the same implementation state after (a/b) and
(e/d), respectively. At this state, after the input a is received, half of the times the output b is produced, while the other
half the output c is produced. This ﬁts into the probabilistic constraint given in both tests for that state. However, I
(, H)-passes for traces {T1, T2} does not hold. Let us note that the empirical ratio of the trace (a/b, a/b) when the
sequence of inputs (a, a) is produced is equal to 1, while it should be equal to 0.5. 
6. Implementation relations based on samples
In Section 3, we presented two implementation relations that clearly expressed the probabilistic constraints an imple-
mentation must fulﬁll to conform to a speciﬁcation. Unfortunately, these notions are useful only from a theoretical point
of view since it cannot be tested, by using a ﬁnite number of test executions, the correctness, in this sense, of the proba-
bilistic behavior of an implementation with respect to a speciﬁcation. In this section, we introduce new implementation
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relations that take into account the practical limitations to collect probabilistic information from an implementation.
These new relations allow us to claim the accurateness of the probabilistic behavior of an implementation with respect
to a speciﬁcation up to a given conﬁdence level. Given a set of execution samples, we will apply a hypothesis contrast
to check whether the probabilistic choices taken by the implementation follow the patterns given by the speciﬁcation.
Our new implementation relations follow again the classical pattern. Regarding input/output actions, the constraints
imposed by these implementation relations are given by the relation conf (see Deﬁnition 3.1). This condition over the
sequences that the implementation may perform could be rewritten in probabilistic terms as follows: The conﬁdence
we have on the fact that the implementation will not perform forbidden behaviors is 1 (i.e. complete). However, since
no hypothesis contrast can provide full conﬁdence, it is preferable to keep the constraints over actions separated from
the probabilistic constraints. In fact, the reverse is not true: We cannot claim that the implementation is correct even if
no forbidden behavior is detected after a ﬁnite number of interactions with it.
Regarding the probabilistic constraints of the speciﬁcation, the new relations will express them in a different way to
the one used in Deﬁnitions 5.6 and 5.8. In the ﬁrst two relations (forthcoming Deﬁnitions 6.1 and 6.2) we put together
all the observations of the implementation. Then, the set of samples corresponding to each trace of the speciﬁcation
will be generated by taking all the observations such that the trace is a preﬁx of them. By doing so, we will be able
to compare the number of times the implementation has performed the chosen trace with the number of times the
implementation has performed any other behavior.We will use hypothesis contrasts to decide whether the probabilistic
choices of the implementation conform to the probabilistic constraints imposed by the speciﬁcation. In particular, a
hypothesis contrast will be applied to each sequence of inputs considered by the speciﬁcation. This contrast will check
whether the different sequences of outputs associated with these inputs are distributed according to the probability
distribution of the random variable associated with that sequence of inputs in the speciﬁcation.
Deﬁnition 6.1. Let S be a speciﬁcation, I be an IUT, H be an execution sample of I, and 01. We say that I
(, H)-probabilistically conforms to S, denoted by I confp(,H) S, if I confS and for all  ∈ Traces(S) we have
(S , R) > , where  = inputs() and
R = {(outputs(′), r) | (′, r) ∈ IPrefix(H, )}.
In the previous relation, S denotes the symbolic random variable associated with the sequence of input actions 
for the PFSM S (see Deﬁnition 4.2). Intuitively, each trace observed in the implementation will add one instance to the
accounting of its preﬁxes. We could consider an alternative procedure where traces are independently accounted and
each observed trace does not affect the number of instances of other traces being preﬁx of it. However, this method
would lose valuable information that might negatively affect the quality of the hypothesis contrasts. Let us remind that
the reliability of any hypothesis contrasts increases with the number of instances included in the samples. Besides, as we
said before, an observation where (o1, . . . , on) has been produced in response to (i1, . . . , in) is indeed an observation
where, for all 1jn, (o1, . . . , oj ) has been produced in response to (i1, . . . , ij ). So, by joining preﬁxes we properly
increase the number of instances processed by hypothesis contrasts, which makes them more precise (as well as the
probabilistic implementation relation that takes them into account).
The previous idea induces the deﬁnition of a reﬁnement of the previous implementation relation. Let us note that
the probability of observing a given trace decreases, in general, as the length of the trace increases. This is so because
more probabilistic choices are taken in long traces. Besides, taking preﬁxes into account increases the number of
instances of short traces. Thus, it is likely that the number of short traces applied to the hypothesis contrasts of the
previous relation will outnumber that of longer traces. Let us note that statistical noise effects are higher when smaller
sets of samples are considered. Moreover, if we consider extremely long traces we could obtain a few instances, or
even none, in each class of events to be considered by a hypothesis contrast. This fact would ruin the result of such a
contrast. Taking these factors into account, in the next deﬁnition we introduce a new implementation relation where
the conﬁdence requirement is relaxed as the length of the trace grows. This reduction is deﬁned by a non-increasing
function associating conﬁdence levels to the length of traces.
Deﬁnition 6.2. Let f : N → [0, 1] be a strictly non-increasing function, S be a speciﬁcation, I be an implementation,
andH be an execution sample of I.We say that I (f,H)-probabilistically conforms to S, denoted by Iconfp(f,H)S,
if I conf S and for all trace  ∈ Traces(S) we have (S , R) > f (l), where  = inputs(), l is the length of ,
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and
R = {(outputs(′), r) | (′, r) ∈ IPrefix(H, )}.
It is straightforward to see that when the function f of the previous deﬁnition is deﬁned as f (i) = , for all i ∈ N,
then we have confp(,H) = confp(f,H).
Next, we will deﬁne the relation based on samples for states. This relation works under the additional implementation
hypothesis Hyp explained in Section 3. This hypothesis allows us to collect the probabilistic behavior of each state of
the implementation by considering all the implementation observations whose trace would traverse the corresponding
state in the speciﬁcation. Thus, each time that the interaction between a test and the IUT produces a trace that would
reach a given state, a new sample is added to the probabilistic information corresponding to that state. Hence, for each
state of the implementation and each input, a different set of samples is created. Each of these sets provides the number
of times each output was performed in that state in response to that input. By taking into account these samples, we
can check the probabilistic constraint of the second implementation relation. It forces the sets of samples to match the
probabilities given in the speciﬁcation for the corresponding states and inputs.
Deﬁnition 6.3. Let S = (S, I,O, , s0) and I = (S′, I,O, ′, s′0) be a speciﬁcation and an IUT, respectively, H be an
execution sample of I, and 01. Let us suppose that Hyp holds. We say that I (, H)-probabilistically conforms
to S considering states, denoted by I confp(,H)Hyp S, if I confS and for each s ∈ S and i ∈ I we have (s,iS , R) > ,
where
R = {(o′, r) | ((s′, i, o′), r) ∈ SSample(H, I) ∧ cSt(s) = s′},
where for each state s ∈ S, cSt(s) denotes the corresponding state in S′.
Let us remind that s,iS is a random variable constructed from the speciﬁcation S (see Deﬁnition 4.2). In the following
result, we show the relation between the implementation relations confp(,H) and confp(,H)Hyp . Let us note that,
similarly to the relations presented in Section 5, both relations are based on the idea of sampling. Hence, the reasons
considered when we related the notion of passing a test suite for traces and the concept of passing it for states,
shown in Lemma 5.10, apply also to the implementation relations confp(,H) and confp(,H)Hyp . In fact, to adapt the
counterexamples presented in Lemma 5.10 to the context of these relations is easy. In particular, let us note that samples
in confp(,H) and in the relation introduced in Deﬁnition 5.6 are grouped in the same way. Similarly, samples are
dealt in the same manner in confp(,H)Hyp and in the relation presented in Deﬁnition 5.8. Moreover, in both cases the
conﬁdence function is applied to the execution sample in the same way.
Lemma 6.4. confp(,H) does not imply confp(,H)Hyp , neither the reverse implication holds.
Besides, the relations presented in this section cannot be related with those introduced in Section 3. In particular,
computing these relations on the basis on samples would require to collect inﬁnite samples, which is not feasible. Hence,
the relations presented in this section can be seen as a way to put in practice the concepts presented in Section 3.
7. Test derivation
In this section, we provide an algorithm to derive test suites from speciﬁcations. We will show that the derived test
suites are complete with respect to two of the conformance relations introduced in the previous section. As usually,
the idea consists in traversing the speciﬁcation to get all the possible traces in the adequate way. Thus, each test is
generated to focus on chasing a concrete trace of the speciﬁcation. Test cases will also contain probabilistic constraints
so that they can detect faulty probabilistic behaviors in the IUT. The probabilistic constraints of the speciﬁcation will
be encoded in the tests. Speciﬁcally, passing states will have attached symbolic random variables that impose some
constraints concerning either the trace executed so far in the test or the transition taken from the previous state of the
test. This choice will depend on whether we want to test implementations with respect to traces or states, respectively.
First, we introduce some auxiliary functions.
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Input: M = (S, I,O, , s0).
Output: T = (S′, I,O, ′, s′0, SI , SO, SF , SP , ).
Initialization:
• S′ := {s′0}, ′ := SI := SO := SF := SP := ∅.• Saux := {(s0, s′0, ( ), Nothing)}.
Inductive Cases: Apply one of the following two possibilities until Saux = ∅.
(1) If (sM, sT , , sprev) ∈ Saux then perform the following steps:
(a) Saux := Saux − {(sM, sT , , sprev)}.
(b) SP := SP ∪ {sT }.
(c) Let  = ′ ◦ i. If we wish to check conformance considering traces, do
• (sT ) := M
else, if we wish to check conformance considering states, do
• (sT ) := sprev,iM,st
(2) If Saux = {(sM, sT , , sprev)} is a unitary set and there exists i ∈ I
such that out(sM, i) = ∅ then perform the following steps:
(a) Saux := ∅.
(b) Choose i such that out(sM, i) = ∅.
(c) Create a fresh state s′ /∈ S′ and perform S′ := S′ ∪ {s′}.
(d) SI := SI ∪ {sT }; SO := SO ∪ {s′}; ′ := ′ ∪ {(sT , i, s′)}.
(e) For each o /∈ out(sM, i) do
• Create a fresh state s′′ /∈ S′ and perform S′ := S′ ∪ {s′′}.
• SF := SF ∪ {s′′}; ′ := ′ ∪ {(s′, o, s′′)}.
(f) For each o ∈ out(sM, i) do
• Create a fresh state s′′ /∈ S′ and perform S′ := S′ ∪ {s′′}.
• ′ := ′ ∪ {(s′, o, s′′)}.
• sM1 := after(sM, i, o).• Let (sM, i, o, p, sM1 ) ∈ .
Saux := Saux ∪ {(sM1 , s′′,  ◦ i, sM)}.
Fig. 4. Test derivation algorithm.
Deﬁnition 7.1. Let M = (S, I,O, , s0) be a PFSM. We deﬁne the set of possible outputs in state s after input i,
denoted by out(s, i), as the set out(s, i) = {o | ∃s′ : (s, i, o, p, s′) ∈ }. For each transition (s, i, o, p, s′) ∈  we
write after(s, i, o) = s′.
Let us remark that, due to the assumption that PFSMs are deterministically observable, after(s, i, o) is uniquely
determined.
Our derivation algorithm is presented in Fig. 4. This is a non-deterministic algorithm that, given a speciﬁcation,
returns a single test case. However, by considering the tests returned by the algorithm for each possible combination of
non-deterministic choices, we get the (possible inﬁnite) set of tests extracted from the speciﬁcationM . In this algorithm
the set of pending states Saux keeps track of the states of the test whose deﬁnition has not been ﬁnished yet. A tuple
(sM, sT , , sprev) ∈ Saux indicates that the current state in the traversal of the speciﬁcation is sM , that we did not
conclude yet the description of the state sT in the test, that the sequence of inputs traversed from s0 to sT is , and that
the state before sM in the traversal of the speciﬁcation was sprev. The set Saux initially contains a tuple with the initial
states (of both speciﬁcation and test), an empty sequence of inputs, and a symbol denoting that there does not exist
a previous state yet. For each tuple in Saux we may choose between two different choices. It is important to remark
that possibility (2) is applied at most to one of the possible tuples. Thus, our derived tests correspond to valid tests as
introduced in Deﬁnition 5.2.
The possibility (1) simply indicates that the state of the test becomes a passing state. In this case, we attach a
symbolic random variable to the passing state. On the one hand, if we are developing the test suite to check conformance
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considering traces (see Deﬁnition 5.6) then this random variable must encode the probability distribution, according to
the speciﬁcation, for all possible traces containing the sequence of inputs . In this case we denote by tests(M) the
derived test suite. On the other hand, if we have to check conformance considering states (see Deﬁnition 5.8) then the
random variable will encode the probability of performing each output in response to the last input from the last state
visited in the speciﬁcation. In this case we denote by testsst(M) the derived test suite.
The possibility (2) of the algorithm takes an input and generates a transition in the test labelled by this input. Then,
the whole sets of outputs is considered. If the output is not expected by the implementation then a transition leading to
a failing state is created. This could be simulated by a single branch in the test, labelled by else, leading to a failing
state (in the algorithm we suppose that all the possible outputs appear in the test). For the rest of outputs, we create a
transition with the corresponding output and add the appropriate tuple to the set Saux.
Finally, let us remark that ﬁnite test cases are constructed simply by considering a step where the second inductive
case is not applied.
The next result states that, for a given speciﬁcation S, the test suites tests(S) and testsst(S) can be used
to distinguish those (and only those) implementations conforming with respect to confp or confpHyp, respec-
tively. However, we cannot properly say that the test suite is complete since both passing tests and the consid-
ered implementation relation have a probabilistic component. So, we can speak about completeness up to a certain
conﬁdence level.
Theorem 7.2. Let S and I be PFSMs. For any 01 and execution sample H of I we have
(a) I confp(,H) S iff I (, H)-passes tests(S).
(b) I confp(,H)Hyp S iff I (, H)st -passes testsst(S).
Proof. We will prove the statement (a); the proof of (b) is similar.
First, let us show that I (, H)-passes the test suite tests(S) implies that we also have I confp(,H) S. In
order to do that, we will use contrapositive, that is, we assume that I confp(,H) S does not hold and we show that
I (, H)-passes the test suite tests(S) is false as well. First, let us suppose that I confp(,H) S is false because
IconfS does not hold. This means that there exist two non-probabilistic traces  = (i1/o1, . . . , ir−1/or−1, ir/or) and
′ = (i1/o1, . . . , ir−1/or−1, ir/o′r ), with r1, such that  ∈ Traces(S), ′ ∈ Traces(I), and ′ /∈ Traces(S).
Let us show that if  ∈ Traces(S) then there exists a test T = (S, I,O, ′, s, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) ∈ tests(S) such
that T ⇒ s and s ∈ SP . That test is built by applying the algorithm presented in Fig. 4 in such a way that we resolve
the non-determinism as follows.
for 1jr do
apply inductive case (2) for input ij
apply inductive case (1) for all (sS , sT , , sprev) ∈ Saux obtained
by processing an output different from oj
end
apply inductive case (1) for the last (sS , sT , , sprev) ∈ Saux
Intuitively, the generated test T traverses all inputs ij and outputs oj as speciﬁed in trace . We have that the test T
is such that T 
′⇒ u, with u ∈ SF . This is because the last application of the inductive case (2) deals with the output o′r
in step (e), since we have ′ /∈ Traces(S). Due to the fact that ′ ∈ Traces(I), we have that I (, H)-passes the
test T does not hold. Since T ∈ tests(S), we conclude that I (, H)-passes the test suite tests(S) does not hold.
Let us suppose now that I confp(,H) S is false because there exists a trace  ∈ Traces(S) such that
(S , R), where we have  = inputs() and R = {(outputs(′), r) | (′, r) ∈ IPrefix(H, )}. Then,
there exists a test T = (S, I,O, ′, s, SI , SO, SF , SP , ) ∈ tests(S) such that T ⇒ s, with s ∈ SP and (s) = S .
We have that ((s), R). So,I (, H)-passes the testT does not hold.Thus,we conclude that neitherI (, H)-passes
the test suite tests(S) holds.
Let us prove now that I confp(,H) S implies I (, H)-passes tests(S). In order to do that, we assume
that I (, H)-passes the test suite tests(S) is not true and we show that I confp(,H) S is also false. First,
let us suppose that I (, H)-passes the test suite tests(S) does not hold because there exist T ∈ tests(S),
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′ = (i1/o1, . . . , ir−1/or−1, ir/o′r ) ∈ Traces(I), and a state s such that T 
′⇒ s and s ∈ SF . According to
our test derivation algorithm, a branch of a test leads to a failure state only if the associated output cannot be performed
in the speciﬁcation. Thus, ′ /∈ Traces(S). Let us note that our algorithm only allows to create a failure state if it is
the result of the application of the inductive case (2). A requirement to perform this case is out(sS , i) = ∅, that is, the
speciﬁcation must produce some output after the reception of the chosen input. Therefore, there exist an output or and a
non-probabilistic trace  = (i1/o1, . . . , ir−1/or−1, ir/or) such that  ∈ Traces(S). Since we have ′ ∈ Traces(I),
′ /∈ Traces(S) and  ∈ Traces(S), the predicate I conf S does not hold. Thus, I confp(,H) S is false.
Finally, let us suppose that I (, H)-passes tests(S) does not hold because there exist T = (S, I,O, ′, s, SI , SO,
SF , SP , ) ∈ tests(S) and  ∈ Traces(I) such that I (, H)-passes T does not hold, T ⇒ s, with s ∈ SP ,
inputs() = , and ((s), R), where R = {(outputs(′), r) | (′, r) ∈ IPrefix(H, )}. According to
the test derivation algorithm we know that if s ∈ SP then  ∈ Traces(S). Besides, we have (s) = S . Then,
(S , R). Thus, we conclude that I confp(,H) S does not hold. 
8. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a testing methodology to check whether an implementation properly follows
the behavior described by a given speciﬁcation. The particularity of our framework is that speciﬁcations can explicitly
express the desired propensity of each option in each non-deterministic choice of the system. This propensity is denoted
in terms of probabilities. Moreover, in order to improve the expressivity of speciﬁcations, symbolic probabilities are
introduced. Let us note that, in several situations, it is not desirable or feasible to impose that the probability of an event
is some ﬁx value. Symbolic probabilities help to overcome this problem.
We have presented a testing methodology for these kind of systems. The necessity of assessing the probabilistic
behavior of a system increases the complexity of the methodology, as it is impossible to infer the actual probabilities
associated with implementations from a set of interaction samples. In order to cope with this problem, the probabilistic
behavior of the implementation is probabilistically assessed on the basis of a ﬁnite set of samples, which is obtained
by applying tests several times. Hypothesis contrasts allow to obtain a (probabilistic) diagnosis result by comparing
the set of samples with the ideal probabilistic requirements.
We have explored several possibilities to apply this methodology. In particular, we have studied the practical dif-
ferences between associating probabilistic constraints to traces and associating them to the transitions leaving each
state. Finally, we have presented a test derivation algorithm. The resulting test suite is sound and complete with respect
to our implementation relations, that is, the test suite is passed if and only if the corresponding implementation
relation holds.
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Appendix. Statistics background: hypothesis contrasts
In this appendix, we introduce one of the standard ways to measure the conﬁdence that a certain sample has been
generated by a given random variable. In order to do so we present a methodology to perform hypothesis contrasts.
Intuitively, a sample will be rejected if the probability of observing that sample from a given random variable is low.
In practice, we will check whether the probability to observe a discrepancy lower than or equal to the one that we have
detected is low enough. We will present Pearson’s 2 contrast. This contrast can be applied both to continuous and
discrete random variables. The mechanism is the following. Once we have collected a sample of size n we perform the
following steps:
• We split the sample into k classes covering all the possible range of values. We denote by Oi the observed frequency
in class i (i.e. the number of elements belonging to the class i).
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• We calculate, according to the proposed random variable, the probability pi of each class i. We denote by Ei the
expected frequency of class i, that is, Ei = npi .
• We calculate the discrepancy between observed and expected frequencies as X2 = ∑ni=1((Oi − Ei)2/Ei). When
the model is correct, this discrepancy is approximately distributed as a random variable 2.
• The number of freedom degrees of 2 is k − 1. In general, this number is equal to k − r − 1, where r is the number
of parameters of the model which have been estimated by maximal likelihood over the sample to estimate the values
of pi . In our framework we have r = 0 because the model completely speciﬁes the values of pi before the samples
are observed.
• We will accept that the sample follows the proposed random variable if the probability to obtain a discrepancy greater
than or equal to the detected discrepancy is high enough, that is, if X2 < 2(k−1) for some  high enough.Actually,
as such margin to accept the sample decreases as  increases, we can obtain a measure of the validity of the sample
as max{ | X22(k − 1)}.
According to the previous steps, we can now present an operative deﬁnition of the function  which was introduced
in Deﬁnition 4.1. Since we will use hypothesis contrasts to compare samples with symbolic random variables but
the previous procedure refers to standard random variables, we must be careful when applying the previous ideas
in our framework. Let us note that symbolic random variables encapsulate a set of standard random variables (this
set is in general inﬁnite). For instance, let us consider the set of events A = {a, b} and the symbolic random variable
 : A → simbPwith (a) = (b) = ( 14 , 34 ). Then, a possible standard random variable ﬁtting into  is ′ : A → (0, 1]
with ′(a) = 13 and ′(b) = 23 . Another possibility is ′′ : A → (0, 1] with ′′(a) = ′′(b) = 12 . Since  embraces
both possibilities, assessing the conﬁdence of  on a sample should consider both of them. Actually, we will consider
that the sample is adequate for  if it would be so for some standard random variable ﬁtting into . More generally, an
instance of a symbolic random variable is any (standard) random variable where each probability ﬁts into the margins
of the symbolic random variable for the corresponding class. Besides, the addition of the probabilities must be equal
to 1. In order to compute the conﬁdence of a symbolic random variable on a sample we consider the instance of it that
returns the highest conﬁdence on that sample.
Deﬁnition. Let us consider a set of events A = {a1, . . . , ak}, a symbolic random variable  : A → simbP, and a
random variable ′ : A → (0, 1]. Let J be a sample of A. We say that the random variable ′ is an instantiation of ,
denoted by Instance(′, ), if for any a ∈ A we have ′(a) ∈ (a) and∑a∈A ′(a) = 1.
For any random variable ′ : A → (0, 1] let X2
′ denote the discrepancy level of J on 
′ calculated as explained
above by splitting the sampling space into the set of eventsA. Let  : A → simbP denote a symbolic random variable.
We deﬁne the conﬁdence of  on J , denoted by (, J ), as follows:




′ : Instance(′, ) ∧
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